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MEDIA SUMMARY 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The following explanatory note is provided to assist the media in reporting this case and 

is not binding on the Constitutional Court or any member of the Court. 

 
On 26 May 2016 at 10h00 the Constitutional Court will hear an application for leave to 

appeal against an interim order by the High Court, granted on 17 December 2015.  The 

order compels the suspension of a moratorium on all funeral policy deductions against 

children’s grants, pending the outcome of review proceedings. 

 

Regulation 26A, published by the Minister of Social Development (Minister) in 2009, 

allows funeral policy premiums to be deducted from social grants.  On the face of the 

legislative scheme, adults in receipt of children’s grants qualify as beneficiaries.  Many 

funeral policies have been serviced with children’s grant deductions.  The respondent, 

Lion of Africa, a life assurance company, has long underwritten policies serviced in this 

fashion.  On 4 December 2015, the first applicant, South Africa Social Security Agency 

(SASSA), informed Lion of Africa that a moratorium on all funeral policy deductions 

against children’s grants would take effect from 1 January 2016. 

 

On 8 December 2015, Lion of Africa brought an urgent application in the High Court, 

Gauteng Division, Pretoria (High Court) for either final or interim relief.  The High Court 

recognised the urgency of the proceedings, since the December deadline for the 

submission of deduction requests was fast approaching.  The High Court held that once 

the requirements of Regulation 26A were met, SASSA became obliged to make the 

relevant deductions.  Lion of Africa therefore had a prima facie right.  Irreparable harm 

was made out as, unbeknown to the policy holders, Lion of Africa would be incapable of 

making R1.7 million deductions per month.  As for the balance of convenience, the High 

Court noted that an interim suspension of the moratorium would merely preserve the 

status quo and SASSA would suffer no irreparable harm.  The High Court therefore held 



that the deductions could continue to be made from children’s grants, pending review 

proceedings. 

 

Before this Court, SASSA argues that Regulation 26A, when situated in the constitutional 

framework, is intended to guarantee and protect beneficiaries’ entitlement to their social 

grants.  Additionally, it contends that the requirements of that regulation were never met 

in any of the relevant instances, since the regulation requires direct contact between 

SASSA and beneficiaries.  Therefore, Lion of Africa does not enjoy a prima facie right.  

SASSA also argues that Lion of Africa does not face irreparable harm and that, regarding 

the balance of convenience, the High Court failed to apply the test established in previous 

decisions of the Constitutional Court. 

 

The second applicant, the Minister, argues that she, through SASSA, was the driving 

force behind the moratorium which represents government policy.  The Minister says that 

Regulation 26A was never intended to cover children’s grants. 

 

Lion of Africa argues that leave to appeal should be dismissed. It says that the new draft 

regulations explicitly exclude deductions from child’s grants (thereby implying the 

availability of such deductions under Regulation 26A).  It submits that the applicants 

have failed to demonstrate that such deductions are in children’s best interests.  

Moreover, they challenge the claim that the moratorium represents government policy. 

 

The Black Sash Trust, admitted as the friend of the court (amicus curiae), was invited to 

make submissions on three points.  Firstly, they submit that the purpose of children’s 

grants is to provide social assistance in order to meet the needs and guarantee the 

constitutional rights of children.  Secondly, they submit that children, as those who 

benefit from children’s grants, should be classed as beneficiaries, even though they do 

not receive the grants themselves.  Thirdly, they argue that, at the highest margin, it can 

only be claimed that deductions against funeral policies are sometimes in the best 

interests of children.  Therefore, they argue, a blanket obligation – to permit such 

deductions when the requirements of Regulation 26A are met – is impossible. 


